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THE R.A.S.C. IN ITALY '

A FINE RECOED OF ENDURANCE & SUCCESS

Communiques describing the opening of the Italian campaign have, said ..that
the battle lay chiefly -with the Royal Engineers and the Quartermaster. ■ 'The •
word "Quartermaster" means all the men of the Royal Army Service Corps, whose

achievements with their three-ton trucks, generally unspectacular and seldom in

the limelight, have meant so much in the successful outcome of the Allied

operations.

During the early days of the, campaign the R.A.S.C. drove its three-tenners,
night and day, over three hundred miles of craters filled in by the R.Es, to

maintain one .of our divisions in its administrative requirements. ... •

To appreciate this achievement one must first know what a'Calabrian main road
looks like. It doesn't look like a main road. Compared with a main road in

Britain it -would be awarded five marks out of ten, and one would then have to

subtract another mark for Anglo-American bombing, and a further three for the

excellent work put in by the practised German rearguard. Along -what is left,
through choking, blinding white dust, driving without lights along -wearying
diversions, round hairpin*bonds with a sheer drop into the Tyrrenian Sea on one'

side and a crumbling mountainside on the other, goes’the R.A.S.C* driver and his

mate. Up to the front, a snatched meal* turn round, back along* the Scenic railway,
reload and up again.

During the first three days and nights loaders performed feats of endurance such

as loading rations and twenty-five pounder ammunition for seventy two hours nonstop;
and the drivers covered three hundred and eighty miles of overcrowded roads in forty
eight hours, also without a stoP. If in doubt of the pysical strain involved try
playing with one twenty-five pounder shell for a single hour, or, alternatively, ride

in the cab of a three tonner with the temperature ninety in the sun for one afternoon.

Advance divisional R*A*S*C« parties came ashore one hour after zero on September 3
and in the orderly chaos which follows any assault landing, overshot the infantry
and captured prisoners and machine guns. They cleared all stores from the beaches

on the first day and continued to clear fresh stores as they arrived in the following
days, wriggling through streams of traffic, establishing dumps and literally
maintaining the whole Eighth Army ashore.

They suffered bombing casualties - attacks not pleasant when surrounded by
tons of high explosives and petrol - breakdowns and road obstructions, but the work
of clearance went on and the first troops into Europe were maintained*

At the end of the first day there must have "been few troops as tired as the

R.A.S.C. They had cleared six hundred tons of stores from the beaches with one

fifth of their transport and, in addition, they established depots of over one

thousand tons, taking stores off the ships personally.

/ From then



From then their work never stopped. Whenever one reads or hears that the

Eighth Army is sweeping forward it means the front line is being pushed so

many miles nearer Berlin. Behind that front line, working like niggers, are

hundreds and hundreds of unsung stoics in three tonners carrying loads the
Luftwaffe loves to hit. During one day a Divisional R.A.S.C. column - whose

normal ’lifting’ distance of supply is between forty and fifty miles - carted
tons of stores over Calabrian roads a distance of one hundred and five milesi

With this load they also lifted the infantry, water, bridging material, mail
and miles.

Distances covered make the Sicilian campaign look like an exercise in Kent,
but, for tonnage, the world’s record set up An Sicily has yet to he beaten. The
record is that. of carrying one hundred thousand rounds of twenty-five pounder
ammunition up to the guns, which shot them off almost as fast as they arrived.

R.A.S.C. personnel further distinguished themselves in Sicily -when infantry
were carried up in three tenners into' battle.

In Calabria their motor cyclists covered many, many hundreds of miles

diverting convoys carrying supplies to new and more urgent task's, reconnoitring
new routes, and finding units which had a flair for placing themselves in the

most inaccessible place* One member of this dusty hand claims to have’ "beaten

the Recce Regiment into Cosenza by twenty four hours in his search for a hew route.

The R.A.S.C. workshops have performed incredible feats of vehicle recovery from

precipice and ditch. In their labour of repair they have not had new vehicles

to work on. Since the beginning, of the Sicilian campaign the trucks have done

six thousand miles.

Praise of these men could go on, like the roads they live on, endlessly.
Their objective has been the famous ‘delivery of the right commodities at the

right place and at the right time* so that the Commander should have no

administrative worries to handicap his operational plan. In the words of the

divisional R.A.S.C. commander, his men are ‘modestly proud of what they have done

and are eager to get on and work towards the day when their convoys rumble along
the autobalm of Germany’.
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